
How nature’s 
most majestic 

creature 
has shaped 
our world



•    A high-definition video 
projection shot at 1,000 frames 

per second captures, in slow 
motion, every rippling muscle 
of a beautiful thoroughbred 
horse

•    A life-size video and computer 
interactive gives visitors to peek 

inside a moving horse to learn 

about its anatomy and biology 

•     A stunning 220-square-foot 
diorama depicts some of the 
horse species that existed 10 
million years ago in what is now 

Nebraska

•    Over 150 cultural objects 
from around the world are 

on display, including a full suit 

of armor from 15th-century 
Germany 

•    Numerous interactive stations 

throughout the exhibition invite 

visitors to touch casts of horse 

teeth and feet and to compare 

their height in hands to a full-size 
bas relief of a horse 

HIGHLIGHTS

Replicas of cave paintings illustrate the long relationship between humans and horses.
Polo equipment belonging to Argentinian  
polo player Ignacio “Nacho” Figueras.

The Horse, a comprehensive exhibition on 

the enduring bond between horses and  

humanity, explores early interactions  

between horses and humans and shows 

how horses have, over time, influenced  

civilization including major changes in  

warfare, trade, transportation, agriculture, 

sports, and many other facets of human 

life.  The exhibition showcases spectacular  

fossils, models, dioramas, and cultural 

objects from around the world, includ-

ing many from the Museum’s extraordinary 

collections.

OVERVIEW



A full scale diorama of North America’s Great Plains ten million years ago  
brings visitors face to face with a variety of now-extinct horse species.

Zoetrope of horse gaits photographed by  
Eadweard Muybridge.

A Chubb skeleton mount highlights the human-horse  
relationship, as well as comparing our skeletal structures.

“Enduring Bond” video which illustrates humans’ unique  
 and emotional bond with horses.

PRESS quOTES

“ Charming and illuminating”  
– The New York Times

“ This tour de force was designed to  
please and intrigue everyone, from 
neophytes to experts.”  
– Equisearch.com

“ An uplifting example of how horses  
enrich our lives”  
– The New York Times

“Head for ‘The Horse’”  
– NewsTimes.com

“Kids will really enjoy going through” 
– Equisearch.com

“ You absolutely must see it.” 
– New York Post



3. THE NATuRE OF HORSES

Visitors discover the many extraordinary qualities 
of horses that have made them so significant 
and useful to humans. A skeleton mount created 
by Samuel Harmsted Chubb, an anatomist and 
research associate at the Museum during the 
first half of the 20th century, shows a dramatic 
display of a man trying to control a rearing horse. 
A computer interactive offers a fascinating look 
inside a moving, life-size horse, illuminating special 
adaptations of the horse’s legs, digestive system, 
vision, and hearing.

EXHIBITION SECTIONS 
  
 The Evolution of Horses

 Horses and Hunters/ 
 Domesticating Horses

 The Nature of Horses

 How We Shaped Horses, 
 How Horses Shaped us

 An Enduring Bond

1. THE EvOluTION OF HORSES

In a spectacular diorama of North America’s 
Great Plains 10 million years ago, visitors come 
face to face with a variety of the now-extinct 
horse species that once lived there, including 
Dinohippus (a close relative of modern horses, 
with single-toed hooves and a diet mostly of 
grass) and two three-toed species, Nannippus 
and Hypohippus. This section examines the 
origins of the horse family 55 million years ago 
and the evolution of the horse, with particular 
focus on the lengthening of the teeth and the 
development of the foot from multiple toes into 
a single hoof.

2. HORSES AND HuNTERS/  
 DOMESTICATING HORSES 

These sections displays prehistoric stone tools 
and horse bones and teeth over 17,500 years 
old from the famous horse-kill site of Solutré in 
central France, along with large-scale photographs 
of cave paintings of horses—including one from 
Chauvet Cave in southern France that dates 
back some 33,000 years. Visitors also encounter 
the re-creation of the archaeological site of 
Krasnyi Yar in northern Kazakhstan, a model of 
the village, and a video interview in which Sandra 
Olsen, one of the site’s lead archaeologists and 
co-curator of The Horse, explains some of the 
many steps involved in the work.

A collection of trophies from the Triple Crown.
Bronze figurine depicting the legendary celestial horses  
of China from the Han Dynasty (206-220 C.E.).

Detail of a computer interactive examining breed types.
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Ceremonial horse gear of the Mossi people from West Africa, from the early 1900s. A terra cotta horse from southern India created as an offering to local gods.



4. HOW WE SHAPED HORSES,  
 HOW HORSES SHAPED uS  

Five subsections—warfare, work, status and 
spirituality, trade and transportation, and sports — 
examine how horses and humans have influenced. 
Features include: a horse’s gas mask from the early 
20th century; Chubb skeleton mounts; a Crow 
woman’s ceremonial horse gear; a terra-cotta 
horse from India; a Mongolian horsehead fiddle; 
images taken by pioneering British photographer 
Eadweard Muybridge; stories about chariot races; 
the Afghan game buzkashi; thoroughbred races; 
polo; and hunting on horseback.

5. AN ENDuRING BOND

The final section rounds out the extensive 
exploration of the horse by taking a look at 
the relationship between horses and humans 
today. This section discusses racehorse injuries 
and some strategies for preventing them. Also 
covered are the difficulties of protecting the small 
populations of wild and feral horses around the 
globe. A video program presents three examples 
of contemporary, uplifting horse/human 
relationships. The exhibition concludes with a 
spectacular life-size modern horse sculpture 
created by artist Deborah Butterfield.

Overview of a gallery section How We Shaped Horses, How Horses Shaped Us.

Sculpture created by artist Deborah Butterfield from  
Hawaiian ohia wood and then cast in bronze. Visitors examine the horse’s digestive system with a life-size video interactive. 
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Size: 7000 square feet

The Horse is organized by the American Museum of Natural History, New York  
(www.amnh.org), in collaboration with the Abu Dhabi Authority for Culture and Heritage; 
the Canadian Museum of Civilization, Gatineau-Ottawa; The Field Museum, Chicago; and the 
San Diego Natural History Museum.

Photo credits:  
The following photos are ©R.Mickens/AMNH: Inside left - Zoetrope; Right – Sculpture.  
The following photos are © AMNH Photography studio: Middle – Terra cotta horse; 
Right – Gallery overview. The video and interactive screenshots are © AMNH Exhibitions 
Department. All other photos © D.Finnin/AMNH.

FOR mORE INFORmATION

To learn more about this and 
other exhibitions available from 
the American Museum of 
Natural History, please email 
travelingprograms@amnh.org

or visit our website at 
amnh.org/traveling


